Protect people and property from flying glass.

Guard against burglary and vandalism.

With SafetyShield® Window Films.
SafetyShield Window Films help reduce the risk of personal injury, property damage and loss caused by natural disaster and crime. Available in a wide range of tints, styles and grades, our films are specially designed to deter everything from the high winds of hurricanes to the costly eyesore of graffiti. And we back every one of our enduring film solutions with a manufacturer’s warranty that is second to none.

A high level of protection against natural disasters.
If you’re not prepared for events like hurricanes, tornadoes and earthquakes, the consequences to people, property and equipment can be devastating. When windows give way, shards and debris can cause severe danger and damage – while exposing your building’s interior to water, wind and other perils. Reduce the risk of damage and injury with SafetyShield. This clear, strong film bonds to windows with a special adhesive, creating a tough barrier that helps keep glass together under the worst conditions nature can dish out. Unlike shutters or plywood, window film does not need to be installed each time a storm approaches. Window film provides passive protection twenty-four hours a day. The world’s most tested safety and security window films, our products meet and exceed more test standards than any other, including meeting categories B & C large missile impact criteria for ASTM E 1886/E 1996 as required by the strict Florida Building code for hurricane mitigation. With our rigorous testing program, you can trust SafetyShield Window Films to protect you from flying glass hazards.

Cost-effective protection against graffiti.
Vandalism is more than just a nuisance and eyesore, it’s also a huge financial drain to public and private budgets. The cost of repeatedly replacing windows and glass that has been scratched up or marked with spray-paint can end up being prohibitive, not to mention time consuming and disruptive. Graffiti-Free™ is SafetyShield’s window coating for the commercial and retail marketplace. When vandals do strike, it won’t be permanent. The window stays put, and just the film is replaced, at a fraction of the cost.

An extra layer of protection against theft.
Some SafetyShield Films are designed to deter criminals from smash-and-grab theft. Our security films help to prevent glass from shattering when struck, creating an element of surprise to a potential thief. This also helps to prevent costly, disruptive damage to your property and merchandise.

Safety Glazing
In buildings where the government mandates tempered glass, SafetyShield films can bring buildings up to requirements at costs far below than that of replacing existing windows. SafetyShield Films have been extensively tested by independent testing facilities and meet Safety Glazing criteria as defined by CPSC the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Council and Underwriters Laboratories.

Consult your SafetyShield dealer today!
Madico offers a wide range of durable, long lasting films, tested and proven in thousands of installations around the world, including the Smithsonian, the Louvre, New Scotland Yard and many other landmark structures. Trust our worldwide network of dealers and installers to help you determine which film is best for your building.
Founded in 1903, Madico has established itself as one of the world’s foremost providers of glass films for the widest array of applications: safety and security, energy control, anti-intrusion/anti-vandalism, and view control. The company’s commitment to glass film innovation has earned recognition from such esteemed organizations as the Protecting People First Foundation, while Madico’s dedication to responsible testing has helped it earn certifications from Factory Mutual, Underwriters Laboratories and other reputable agencies.